Hello Third Grade Camp-Learn-A-Lotta Families!

I hope you all had a wonderful and restful weekend! Please find the enclosed information about the upcoming week.

This week's Bible verse is "Blessed rather than those who hear the word of God and keep it." Luke 11:28

The spelling words are: lay, real, trail, street, today, dream, seem, tea, treat, afraid, leave, bait, screen, speed  Review: paint, please  Challenge words: yesterday, explain

Vocabulary Words:

block:  the section of a street between two other streets

spreading:  stretching something out

raise:  to collect money

figure:  to think

contacted:  to get in touch with someone

customers:  people who buy something at a store

afford:  to be able to pay

earn:  to get something by working

Homework Reminder/clarification:  Students should have their homework written inside their planner each day - We are working on neatness & making sure that everything is written inside the planner. Thank you for your patience.

Each night the students are to read a chapter book for 30 + minutes

There will be math homework inside the student's homework folder each night & will be written inside the planner for the day. This week will be on lessons 11 (Tues), 12 (Wed), 13 (Thurs)
Tuesday: Write 9 spelling word sentences (words 1-9) the spelling word should be underlined and correct capitalization & punctuation should be used

Wednesday: Write vocabulary word sentences with the vocabulary word underlined and used correctly in the sentence. Correct capitalization and punctuation should be used

Thursday: Write 9 spelling word sentences (words 10-18) the spelling word should be underlined and correct capitalization & punctuation should be used

I hope you all have a great week!

Lovingly Serving Him,

Mrs. Beall